Environexus!
Lights!

“Nice, Clean, Simple!”!
The Age Newspaper

“Welcome to the future….”!
Green Magazine

“Eliminates all the complexity”!
Connected Home Magazine

Retro-fit Lighting Control!
Powered by Environexus!
At Environexus, we believe in the potential of your light switch.
We believe that the comfort, convenience and security of
automated lighting should be possible from any switch, at any time
and from anywhere in the world.
That’s why we developed the Environexus Retro-fit dimmer series,
to sit discretely behind your existing switches, allowing you to
control your lights, directly from your smart phone or tablet.
We call it Pocket Switch. You’ll call it your new best friend.

Dimming!

Smart energy!

Turning lights on and off isn’t enough
any more. You need to set them to just
the right brightness to have the perfect
ambiance. You’ll be able to dim all
compatible bulbs.

Record and understand just how much
money your lights are costing you, and
then use the Environexus Energy
Dashboard to save energy and reduce
your bills.

With so many features packed into such
a small device, the possibilities are
limited only by your imagination.

Scene control!

Enhanced security!

Rooms generally don’t have just one
light. That’s why the Environexus Smart
Dimmer can be part of a scene,
allowing you to group lights together so
they work in sync and talk to each other
effortlessly.

Homes without lights on are the homes
that thieves target. Environexus Smart
Dimmers allow you to create homeaway-from-home schedules that imply
to the watching, outside world that your
home is occupied even when its not.

Control One Light, Two Lights, Ten
Lights, Every Light.

Schedule!

Mesh communication!
Along with all its other benefits, each
Environexus Smart Dimmer is enhanced
with mesh technology. Wireless signals
get lost. Mesh signals don’t. Each smart
dimmer acts as part of a mesh network,
receiving, amplifying and repeating
signals with other Environexus devices.

Some days of your life run to a
schedule, and each Environexus Smart
Dimmer can be a part of it. From turning
on your lights to the perfect level as you
wake up, to ensuring that they’re turned
off after you’ve left, consider them a
butler for your lights, comfort and
safety.

ENVIRO-DIM-LE!
Overview:
Dimmer Specs:
Connectivity:

Retro-fit Environexus dimmer ( Leading Edge )
240V, 50Hz Input, 600W or 2.5A max output
Active, Neutral, Load, Twin Active, 3V out

Features:

On/Off, Dimming

Set scenes for Night Time, Day Time,
Play Time, Any Time.

Environexus makes Automated Lighting
a simple affordable reality.

Use your existing lighting switches!
The retro-fit capability of the Environexus system means you can use your existing light switches
without compromising on aesthetics.
Note: requires use of bell-press switch mech for manual dimming control

Visit www.environexus.com.au for more information!

Environexus Smart Device Control!
Automated Lighting!

!
Smart Energy Compatible

ENVIRO-DIM-TE!
Overview:
Dimmer Specs:
Connectivity:

Retro-fit Environexus dimmer ( Trailing Edge )
240V, 50Hz Input, 600W or 2.5A max output
Active, Load, Twin Active, 3V out

Features:

On/Off, Dimming

!

ENVIRO-SWITCH!
Overview:
Dimmer Specs:
Connectivity:
Features:

Retro-fit Environexus switch
240V, 50Hz Input, 2300W or 10A max output
Active, Neutral, Load, Twin Active, 3V out
On/Off

!
Smart Energy Compatible

Remote Access!
Wifi enabled lighting control is just the
beginning. Your smartphone is
generally on you at all times, so
Environexus has integrated access
anywhere control over 3G.

Home Automation!
Smart Device control means that you
are only a single touch away from any
switch in your home. And with the ability
to automate daily routines, your world
becomes less complicated and easier
to maintain.

